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Start-Up Pathshala, organized by GTU Innovation & Start-Up Center (GISC), is 

like a journey with seven exciting stops. At each stop, budding entrepreneurs 

learn important things. They start by coming up with cool ideas and then 

make sure those ideas are good by checking with real people. Next, they learn 

how to turn their ideas into simple versions that they can test. They also 

figure out how to build strong teams and make plans for their business. They 

learn about the rules and laws they need to follow, especially when it comes to 

protecting their ideas. Plus, they learn how to manage money wisely. Then, 

they focus on finding customers and making their business known through 

smart marketing. Finally, they learn ways to keep their business growing and 

successful. It's like a fun and educational adventure for anyone dreaming of 

starting their own business! 

 

The last  session of Start-Up Pathshala on Customer Finding, Marketing 

Strategy took place on April 30, 2024, at GTU Innovation & Start-Up Center, 

from 3:00 to 5:00 PM. The session was graced by the esteemed presence of  

Mr. Punit Gajera, who brought his wealth of experience and expertise to 

inspire and guide participants. Mr. Punit Gajera's leadership and vision set the 

tone for an engaging and insightful exploration of the entrepreneurial ideation 

process, fostering a dynamic environment conducive to creativity and 

innovation. Throughout the session, participants were encouraged to unleash 

their entrepreneurial potential, sparking the genesis of transformative ideas 

and laying the groundwork for a journey of entrepreneurial discovery and 

growth. 

 

About Guest Speaker: 

Mr. Punit Gajera 

 

Mr. Punit Gajera, the Founder of Kuberjee and Co-chairman of the startup and 

innovation committee at SGCCI, brought a wealth of experience and expertise 

to the event. With a background in Information Technology and a 

commendable academic record, including being in the top three of his batch 

during his M.Sc., Mr. Gajera is a seasoned entrepreneur and leader. His 

venture, Kuberjee, is a tech-enabled platform that empowers social 

entrepreneurship at the village level by providing last-mile financial and 

digital services to underserved communities in rural India. Additionally, as a 
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Strategic Advisor at Visitorz.io, Mr. Gajera contributes to enhancing visitor 

experiences and security for businesses through innovative digital solutions. 

  

About the event:  

The event commenced on a welcoming note, with the host extending warm 
greetings to all attendees, setting the stage for an enlightening session. Mr. 
Mayur Kalsariya, in a gesture of appreciation, bestowed a momento upon the 
esteemed guest, Mr. Punit Gajera, emphasizing the significance of his presence 
at the event.  

Mr. Gajera's presentation began with a relatable example of finding 
customers, drawing parallels to the allure of mangoes during the summer 
season. He eloquently discussed the concept of Customer Persona (ICP) - Ideal 
Customer Profile, emphasizing the importance of understanding and targeting 
the right audience for business success. The audience gained valuable insights 
into crafting effective marketing strategies, including market analysis to 
navigate the competitive landscape and identifying Unique Value Propositions 
(UVP) to stand out in the crowd. 

Throughout the session, Mr. Gajera's expertise shone as he shared practical 
tips and strategies for achieving growth and success in business. From 
understanding customer needs to developing compelling marketing messages 
and strategies, attendees left the event equipped with actionable insights to 
drive their businesses forward. 

In conclusion, the event proved to be a valuable opportunity for attendees to 
learn from Mr. Punit Gajera's wealth of experience and expertise in customer 
finding, marketing, and growth strategies. The interactive session fostered 
meaningful discussions and provided attendees with practical tools and 
techniques to enhance their business endeavors. Overall, the event was a 
resounding success, leaving participants inspired and empowered to 
implement newfound knowledge in their respective ventures. 
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Glimpse of the Event:  
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Participants List: 

Startup Pathshala GISC Surat 30 April 
Sr 
No Name  Email 

Mobile 
Number 

1 Sarita Chauhan  saritachauhan1408@gmail.com 7016861294 

2 Harshit Menandbhai Odedra  harshitodedra9907@gmail.com 8594892770 

3 Gohil Bhakti Bharatbhai  gohilbhakti48@gmail.com 9265226281 

4 Arbiya khan  khanarbiya22@gmail.com 7990172778 

5 Kakadiya astha alpeshbhai Aastha02115@gmail.com 9484884934 

6 Hiren ajudiya Founder of Mahant CAD Lab ajudiyahiren111@gmail.com 9727094630 

7 Dhruvi kuvadiya  Kuvadiyadhruvi9@gmail.com 7574886144 

8 Shivani Tiwari  st4920581@gmail.com 8849945691 

9 Mirika Jayeshbhai Patel  patelmirika5002@gmail.com  9023973766 

10 Kairav Shah  kairavshah04279@gmail.com 7874606610 

11 Chauhan Vrunda Dharmeshbhai  chauhanvrunda61@gmail.com 7359938523 

12 Hajari ipsita ipsitahajari2002@gmail.com 9484400833 

13 Tanushree Dave tanushreedave27@gmail.com 9316641753 

14 Rajput Vanshika  vanshika.rajput1711@gmail.com 9979234189 

15 Yashvi Mistry  yamistry0306@gmail.com 7016641832 

16 Harmeet Godhani  harmeetgodhani15@gmail.com 6351569933 

17 Harshil lalitbhai parmar Harshilparma9@gmail.com 8238076394 

18 Vaghasiya Drashti viththalbhai drishtivaghasiya@gmail.com 9825469236 

19 Modi Fenil Dipakkumar fenilmodi38@gmail.com 9081224590 

20 Paghadal krunal mukeshbhai  krunalpaghadal007@gmail.com 8200644153 

21 VANSHIKA KOUL  vanshikakoul07@gmail.com 7006432621 

22 Patel Nirjara Arvindbhai nirjarapatel8105@gmail.com  9662073688 

23 Butani Vaibhavkumar Ashwinbhai vaibhavbutani2031@gmail.com 9265921683 

24 Kakadiya Rutvik Sureshbhai rutvikkakadiya351@gmail.com 8000558048 

25 Ronak Shingala  ronak.shigala@gmail.com 7990173883 

26 Krisha Sanjaybhai Patel  krisha4127@gmail.com 9978992926 

27 Patel Sneha Ganpatbhai sneha183patel183@gmail.com 9537180318 

28 Pranav pranavtrapasiya@gmail.com 9427906908 

29 Shivam halwai halawaishivam@gmail.com 9408773281 

30 Raiyani Kavy Ashokbhai kavyraiyani2005@gmail.com 9909454353 

31 Naik Joy Kunteshbhai naikjoy204@gmail.com 6351541569 

32 Bhingradiya Harekrishn Mukeshbhai  harekrishnbhingradiya02@gmail.com 9265557820 

33 Monalisha  monapavar95@gmail.com 9499846922 

34 Darshan Sojitra  sojitradarshan0111@gmail.com 9624717027 

35 Dhyey dhyeybadodariya2258@gmail.com 8320174899 

36 Patel Mirika Jayeshbhai  patelmirika5002@gmail.com 9023973766 

37 Mayank Nayak mayanknayak488@gmail.com 6354481576 
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38 Ashvini Dahivelkar  dahivelkarashvini@gmail.com 9913006889 

39 Harshal Vasudev Patil  hpatil2965@gmail.com 9106996012 

40 Dhwani Niteshkumar lakum  dhwani151lakum@gmail.com 7874111211 

41 Bhingradiya Harekrishn Mukeshbhai  harekrishnbhingradiya02@gmail.com 9265557820 

42 Krimi Rajnikant Patel krimipatel99@gmail.com 9313663274 

43 Madhusmita Nayak  kesuakmama@gmail.com 7984188229 

44 Koriya Sanjana  sanjanakoriya18@gmail.com 9638053026 

45 Tirth tirthbaldaniya67@gmail.com 7016159993 

46 PATIL GANESH SANJAY  ganeshpatil11466@gmail.com 7990356249 

47 yashvee lakhani yashveelakhani5130@gmail.com 7990487795 

48 Harshal Vasudev Patil  hpatil2965@gmail.com 9106996012 

49 Gor Smit Sanjaykumar  smitpatel0318@gmail.com 8238401959 

50 Dhaduk Harshkumar Mukeshbhai  harshdhaduk980@gmail.com 7046321768 

51 Chauhan Parth Jagdishchandra  parthchauhan9750@gmail.com 8128883344 

52 Shaw Dewang shawdewang2003@gmail.com 8320932621 

53 Patel Prince Bipinkumar  patelprince190303@gmail.com 9099206628 
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